
Subject: Credit Control and Debt Management

The crux of the credit control problem in this inflationary period

is to find some means of holding down the to ta l volume of commercial bank

and related credit to the desired volume.

Credit control is the direct responsibility of the Federal Reserve

System. Some members of the Board Of Governors, at least , now propose to

tackle the problem of controlling the volume in large part through the

use of the device of allowing the yield on both short-term and long-term

government issues to increase and thereby decrease the incentive for

commercial banks to shift from governments to commercial loans. The use

of the device is technically possible because the Federal Reserve i s today

in a posit ion through i t s open market operations to determine the price

and yield on the entire government issue.

in times of stable economic act ivi ty the Federal Reserve policy might

be able to exert an important deterrent effect on the expansion of bank

credit . The inherent weakness of the approach today rests on the fact

that , under existing circumstances, the type of yield increases w h i c h would

seriously impede the sale of government securities or notes by commercial

banks are probably so great as to be impracticable. The type of fractional

increases that would be feasible without running a serious r isk of dealing

a severe blow to public confidence in the United States credit—and the

type which the System apparently has in mind—are not likely to deter the

commercial banks from extending further loans as long as the general

business situation remans so favorable.
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Unless i t can be shown conclusively that the withdrawal of the peg

in the long-term rate will contribute more in the way of checking the

monetary inflation than i t will cost in the form of an extra debt burden

and unstabilizing effect on the public credit, there would seem to be a

public policy presumption in favor of the use of alternative methods of

bringing, the volume of commercial credit under control.

The most obvious, direct, and perhaps the most effective way would

be to freeze the volume of outstanding loans at existing levels and allow

increase in the volume only upon specific approval of the Federal Reserve

System, or the State Banking Commissions in the case of State banks. A

combination of direct quantitative credit control, together with an in-

tensified use of various selective credit control devices such as Regula-

tion W, would unquestionably be more salutary in checking the use in the

volume of commercial credit than any practicable combination of open-market

and rediscount operations.

The same resul t of checking a rise in the volume of commercial credit

could be achieved indirectly by freezing the entire present commercial

bank holdings of Government securities (thus making further increase in cash

reserves entirely dependent upon new cash inflows) and requiring a 100 per

cent reserve against all new deposits. If the banks were obliged to main-

tain their government holdings at existing levels and had to establish a

100 percent reserve of cash or government securities against new deposits

the volume of bank credit would be effectively frozen.

The above solution is obviously so extreme as to be outside the

realm of practicable possibility short of the gravest national emergency.

There are, however, variants of the technique of completely freezing

commercial bank holdings of government securities that are worthy of careful
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consideration as alternatives to fractional increases in yields brought

about through Federal Reserve open market operations• The simplest is the

d.evice of a special reserve requirement that would require the commercial

banks to hold, over and above their regular reserves* a specified per-

centage of special reserves in the fonn of short-term government securities

or additional cash reserves at their option. The percentage could obviously

be set at a figure that would require the commercial banks to maintain short-

tenr Government holdings at existing levels, or even increase the level, for

an indefinite period•

The special reserve requirement would force the banks to sell long-

term governments to the Federal Reserve System rather than to sell short-

terms or allow the short-terms to lun out in order to acquire new reserves•

While i t is clear that this action would not seriously interfere with the

power of the banks to establish new reserves at their option, i t would
i? •

equally clear that i t would be at least as, and probably much more, effective

than a deliberate increase in the yield on short-term government issues.

The direct alternative to the Federal Reserve approach of partially

freezing the long-term government holdings of commercial banks by permitting

a yield increase is an increase in general reserve requirement which would

compel the banks to dispose of some government issues to the System in

order to establish new reserves. If the assumption is correct that the

Federal Reserve System would not propose interest rate yields to increase

to the point where the deterrent effect on the banks would be decisive,

a modest increase in reserve requirements would have the same partial

immobilizing effect•
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The choice of approach in the field of controlling the volume of

commercial bank lending -would seem, in the last analysis, to revolve around

the government estimate of the overall situation which "will confront this

country during the next decade, k fairly persuasive argument can be made

for the use of the orthodox, indirect approach of fractional interest rate

and rediscount rate adjustments if one is convinced that this country is

nearin^ a new period of stable economic activity and budgetary balance.

If, on the other hand, one is convinced that the outlook for the next

decade is that of continuing budgetary deficits and an upward price trend,

it would appear to be more appropriate to peg the yield on both short-term

and long-term government issues and deal with the problem of the volume of

credit by a combination of direct restrictions on the volume of loan s out-

standing and measures which will effectively freeze the entire government

portfolio, now and subsequently acquired, of the commercial banking system•

Any appraisal of future policy in the credit control field should

bear in mind the fact that, once the banking system acquired large holdings

ol governments it automatically rendered itself largely immune to any

indirect pressure from the central* banking system and largely free to expand

the volume of commercial credit at will. If United States public policy re-

quires that the present power of the banking system to expand commercial

credit at its own volition be curtailed or abrogated, it would appear

essential that the problem be attacked at its source. There appears to be

no prospect in the foreseeable future that commercial bank holdings of

governments will fall below present levels. It would not appear wise
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lightly to give up the objective of keeping the debt service charge

down and the price of governments stable merely to permit the Reserve

System to experiment with an indirect weapon which., within the limits

that i t can prudently be used, now appears completely outmoded as an

effective deterrent to credit expansion.
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